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Allergenium it’s not a typical survival game. The world created has a unique aspect which has destroyed most of the humanity.
You're one of the few who survived the new face of destruction – ALLERGY!

Yes... you read that correctly. For many people healthy food and lifestyle has become an obsession. Products with no gluten and
lactose, fresh vegetables and fruits with no pesticides are most wanted. The consumption of meat was limited, because people
believed that the meat are contaminated. In order to meet people expectations, big organizations created a perfect food. It isn't
hard to guess their food was more expensive, but that's was bull's-eye. People loved it so much and money wasn't important. In
all this madness nobody was interested how it's made. Genetically modified, highly processed, injected with chemicals. Meat
was artificially created. To a larger production added growth hormones and antibiotics. This couldn't be healthy, but nobody
talked about it. Good commercial is a power. Day by day food became increasingly lower quality. People started to feel bad.
Hospitals and clinics were overfull. The rest of the people stayed at home. Fear and panic were felt everywhere. Laboratories

tried to find the answer. They discovered the culprit of this confusion is processed food, which have led to severe allergic
reactions. Discovered also something more horrible than anyone could imagine. Unfortunately information was too late and for

sick people there was no help. After the short time they turned into the zombies. That's not all. From that moment the rest
people who survived must eat careful if want to stay alive. The allergies mutated and every survivor infected with her new

variation. The world has changed tremendously. Cities and neighbourhoods were devastated and abandoned. The air was heavy
and can be felt something else. The smell of rot…

No matter what the situation is... we can't give up. Good news is that somewhere is a scientist. Before epidemic broke up he was
widely ridiculed for his views. He was against in people's access to chemical food. Now he can be redemption for all humanity.

There are some rumours he disappeared on an unknown land with a group of people. Now you and several other survivor go
travelling to ...

All this confusion it took a years and you have unique opportunity see and take a part in the darkest possible scenario. Is it
possible to back to normal life? Immerses you in a world controlled by zombies and try to change the fate of humanity.

welcome to the Allergenium!

okay...let’s Talk About the Gameplay.

[/h2]
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single & Multiplayer:

Play solo, with your friends or another players, but remember one important things – the others can be friendly or your enemy.
Watch out who you trust and do whatever it takes to survive.

team Deathmatch:
[/h2]

Two teams are fighting between each other. Take in hand whatever you can find and go hunt your enemy. Good luck!

chillout Mode:
[/h2]

There is nothing more pleasant than throwing grenades in zombies. That's right! Flying zombies are everywhere! More weapon?
No problem. Unlimited access to every guns.

Zombie Waves: (in progress – add to future updates)
Try your strengths solo or cooperate with other players to survive zombie waves as long as you can. Watch your back! They can

spawn everywhere.

Battle Royale: (in progress – add to full version)
Start with minimal equipment on Allergenium world. Try to survive as long as possible and win as the last-man-standing!

open World:
[/h2]

Undiscovered by you land is waiting for you! Explore length and breadth of this world. Which direction do you choose? You are
your own boss here. Decide for yourself where you want to go and what you want to do.

crafting:
[/h2]

Collect, craft, use it! In various places like an abandoned homes, cars, garbage and much more, you can find different stuff.
They can seems more or less useful. Gather as much as you can store, because you don't know when and for what you need this.

customize Survivor:
[/h2]
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Find your style and express yourself. You have many customize option. T-shirts, pants, shorts, hats in many colors and styles.

base Building:
[/h2]

Need nice fortress, secret survival shelter or just a quiet cabin hidden somewhere in the forest? Build whatever you want.

skills System:
[/h2]

Gain experience and evolve your character. Invest in 5 different skills, like a health, armor, damage, agility and knowledge.

allergy:
[/h2]

It is a new aspect which you should watch out. You struggle against zombies and at the same time observe your organism when
you eat and drink. You noticed something strange? React before it's too late.

[/list]
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Title: Allergenium
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
OSA Studio
Publisher:
OSA Studio
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Dedicated Memory

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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selvert allergenium. selvert thermal allergenium. allergenium biosan

If you guys wanna have a more fun, but f*cked up way of playing, download the first person mod.. RIGHT IN THE
CHILDHOOD!
this arcade is pure love to the old ones <3
Full of jokes but straight forward to the action.
You must try the Coop and survival modes
Don't miss this title :). I like very much Mighty Switch Force! games and i like the idea for multiplayer levels, but for a
multiplayer we need to play online with friends or solo with an AI (artificial intelligence), but the game is very good for me.

If the game will be an multiplayer option IA or online for make the game better the game need:

1) Multiplayer deathmatch.
2) Coop for defeat big bosses just like the end of Mighty Switch Force! Hyper Drive Edition.
3) Work together on puzzles.
4) Customize the keyboard without key restriction.
5) More levels.. I'm sure I bought the wrong game. I'm only in for 10 minutes and can't continue. All I have been doing so far is
reading a loooooooooooong introduction story and still didn't get to the end before finally starting to play. I wanted to play a
game. If I want to read a book, I'd buy one!. Good collection of classic arcade PAC-MAN games. Just get it on sale because 20
dollars isn't worth it because it has a fixed screen size and doesn't have too many games. If it's 5 bucks on sale, sure, go ahead,
grab it and enjoy.. Needs to have a controller smoothing option so you can actually click on things.. Excellent immersion and
story line. Can't wait for the next episode.. Good jump gameee xDD. This game is good.

Good video.

Good game.

But really, this game is fun and more challenging and deep than I had initially expected.
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An awesome game. Really like the Art and of the Arenas. I am an absolute fan of nearly any arena shooter in which way ever
performed. But I could not really test it more than Training and a Bot Match because my PC is so bad that even on potato mode
I can't get stady 30fps ;( So I refunded the the game which I am really sorry about, but for what should I give money when I can
not afford any better PC components.... Maybe one day. ;). Seems to be exactly what I was looking for in the genre. Haven't had
a lot of time to play it yet. But on the first test it fully supported my joystick (Logitech X3D pro) unlike few other resently
released titles. The plane seemed to handle like I expaected them to do. Honestly I just played 1 dogfight, so I wount comment
on the campaign mode. My biggest problem with this title is that it doesn't support 1080p resolution.. Very fun, family friendly
game.. It's a multiplayer only game but nobody is playing. I do not recommend it at this time.. The game physics does not work
right. In other games you can look at the way the bridge collapses and make changes based on that. Not in this game. The stress
screen does not even show if a part is being pushed or pulled only stress y\/n.
The angles that you can place gerders is supriseingly limited to just a particular grid and the menues are slow.

The music is good tho.. Wood Elves, if you've heard the phrase Elf BS, then you know the Wood Elves embody this.

Basic Wood Elf info:
AG4 as per usual with elves
Best blitzer in the game (begins with Block, Dodge, Leap
Is the only Elf team with a big guy
Has only AV7 so expect a quite a few armour breaks if you get in range
Expensive players mean any death is felt hard
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